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Let’s call the Coasters, Platters and Temptations show at the Lincoln Center on October 8, the 

first performance of a five show run to kick off the Showstoppers Series, a success from the very 

start. Patrons were clapping, dancing and singing along with merry abandonment to several 

decades’ worth of hit songs- some made popular by the original groups themselves, some not. 

 

Showmanship covered the bill as all three of the groups kept their stage presence very active. 

Lightly choreographed motion kept all of the vocalists- four in the Coasters, four in the Platters 

and five in the Temptations- busy and engaged. The Temptations in particular were very 

effective in the group motion department- constantly using their hands and arms to illustrate the 

music, as well as dancing together. Everybody was also dressed with style- no t-shirts and jeans, 

but suits and shiny shoes. 

 

When not singing, each group also had a lot to say to the audience, joking, kidding and generally 

goofing around. Without all that, the concert probably could have included four to six more 

songs- but the gregarious interaction set up a friendly vibe that worked well for the audience, 

who readily laughed along with the quips and joined in on any crowd participation exercise. 

 

However it should be said that at times the musicality of the performance left something to be 

desired. Especially during the Temptations set, cracking voices and off key notes were prominent 

throughout their short set, which was more like a drive-by with the group than a full-scale 

concert encounter. 

 

There were moments of brilliance on Monday, mainly supplied by the lead singer of the Platters, 

who successfully smashed the time barrier and exhibited some of the chilling, passionate vocals 

that made vocal music of the 1950s its own unique form of expression. When on the mike, he 

was a riveting figure and at times was able to single-handedly create a tie back to another era 

altogether. 

 

However, the pendulum swung just as hard the other way during the Platters portion of the show 

when the female vocalist took a turn out in the audience while performing Carole King’s “Will 

You Still Love Me Tomorrow.” Despite the movement in the crowd, which created a stir in the 

room, the vocals so much lacked artistic nuance that it was a relief when the tune was over. That 

is not a good sign in any type of show. 

 

But it wasn’t just the performers that challenged the ear. The sound mix was also detrimental. 

The vocal mikes were mixed in wild proportion to each other and the mix in the speakers 

blatantly missed half of the only rock and roll keyboard solo of the evening. 

 



With all that said, however, I couldn’t help but be moved by the one new piece of the evening, a 

rousing and even inspiring patriotic anthem titled “Stand Up, America.” It inspired the audience, 

who stood and honored military veterans of all kinds while members of the Coasters and the 

Platters performed the piece as the finale of the first half. 

 

The four piece band that backed all three groups was also pretty much right on throughout the 

evening. The Temptations added a pianist and musical director, who kept the show moving at a 

slick, professional, rapid pace. 

 

Now, I know what people are thinking who might have been dancing in the aisle on Monday 

night- lighten up about the singing, after all they’re very old groups. This is why I called the 

show a success initially- because really, it served its purpose in ENTERTAINING the people 

well. However, if I were the musical director of this bunch, I would sit them all down and tell 

them to work harder at honoring this music with stronger concentration on the art of singing, 

above and beyond rousing the crowd. “Legendary” or not, all the mugging with the crowd and 

dance routines just can’t cover up a questionable sound and BECAUSE these are very old 

groups, they should know better. 

 

Beyond the critical blah, blah, blah, however, I did get a sense on Monday night that this event 

had ties back to a whole other world. The Lincoln Center had been sent back in time to become 

the site of one big, happy sock hop. The emphasis here is on “happy” as the crowd seemed to be 

having nothing but good, clean fun. I think there is a real need for this in these times that are so 

full of angst. I came away feeling like I had experienced something- a big, old-fashioned rock 

and roll dance- and that no matter how stretched the lines are between these groups and the 

original groups that initially became famous, the line is there nonetheless. And it isn’t just the 

songs that keep this music linked to the past, it’s the presentation, which is what this show was 

certainly strong on. 


